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1. In this note we generalize the classical lemma of Du Bois-Reymond 
of the calculus of variations. We shall base our proof on simple functional- 
analytic arguments of geometric nature, so that at the same time an 
elegant proof of the lemma itself is obtained. We finish our discussion 
with a regularity theorem for certain ordinary differential operators. A 
result of this kind is given in the chapter on ordinary differential operators 
of DUNFORD & SCHWARTZ [l], page 1291. 
However, our proof is more simple and avoids the theorem of Hahn- 
Banach, which from the constructive point of view is more satisfactory. 
2. By C[u, b] (or CO[u, b]) we denote the set of continuous real-valued 
functions (or the set of complex-valued functions) defined on the bounded 
closed interval [a, b] (b > a) of the real axis. @[a, b] (n = 1, 2, . . . ; 00) is 
the subspace of all n-times continuously differentiable functions on [a, b]. 
Now we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. n is a non-negative integer. Let f E C[a, b] such that 
j f@(n+l)dt = 0 
a 
holds for each @ E Cn+l[a, b] with W)(a) =@(l)(b) =0 (Z= 0, 1, . . . . n). Then 
f is a polynomial of degree at most n. 
PROOF. The mapping @ I+ @( n+l) is a one-to-one correspondence of the 
set of functions @ with @ E Cn+i[u, b] and @(l)(a)=@(l)(a) = 0 (I= 0, 1, . . . . n) 
and the set V of all functions q~ E C[a, a] such that 
j tQpdt=O (k=O, 1, . . . . n). 
a 
Indeed, in case @ is such a function we have by repeated integration 
by parts for k=O, 1, . . . . n 
j tkQi(n+l)& = ( - l)kk! i @(n-k+l)& = ( - l)kk !{QH+W(b) -@(n-W(a)} = 0. 
a a 
1) The author wishes to thank Prof. P. C. Sikkema for bringing the subject 
to his notice. 
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Conversely, if 9 E I’ then the solution of the differential equation @(n+l) = q 
with initial values @o)(a) = 0 (Z=O, 1, . . . . n) satisfies for I= 0, 1, . . . . n 
Now let C[a, b] be provided with the usual La-inner product and P, 
the subspace of polynomials of degree at most n. Then because P, is 
finite dimensional we may represent C[a, b] by the direct sum of P, and 
its orthogonal complement. We have seen already that this complement 
equals V; so we have C[a, b] = P, @ V. 
Now it is clear that if f satisfies the condition of the theorem its complex 
conjugate 1 belongs to the orthogonal complement of V and hence belongs 
to P,, which implies that f belongs to P, too. 
In case n= 0 we get the classical result of Du Bois-Reymond. 
3. As a regularity theorem for a certain class of ordinary differential 
operators we have the following generalization of theorem I. 
THEOREM II. Let t be a diflerential expression of the form 
where ai E @[a, b] (i = 0, 1, . . ., n) and a,(t) 20 if t E [a, b]. Let f E C[a, b] 
such that 
; ft@&=O 
a 
hol& for each @ E C“[a, b] with compact swpport in (a, b). Then f E @[a, b] 
and r*f =0, where t* is the Lagrange adjoint of z given by 
z*= 5 ( -1)e D((ar.). 
i-0 
PROOF. Let yi, . . . . yn be the basis for the space iV of solutions of the 
equation z*y =0 such that yk(‘-l)(b)= 1 if k=Z and yk(l-l)(b)=0 if k #I. 
The mapping @ I+ z@ is a one-to-one correspondence of the set of 
functions @E @[a, b] with @(l)(a)=@(f)(b)=0 (Z=O, 1, . . . . n-l) and the 
set I’ of all functions v E C[a, b] such that 
i ykqdt=o (k=l, 2, . . . . n). 
Evidently, when @E @[a, b] and @(l)(a)=@(“)(b)=0 (Z=O, 1, . . . . n-1) 
we have by integration by parts for each k = 0, 1, . . ., n 
s” yk t@= s” (z*yk) @dt = 0. 
(I la 
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Conversely, if v E P then the solution of the differential equation z@ = ~JJ 
with initial values @(r)(a) =0 (I= 0, 1, . . . . n -1) satisfies W)(b) =0 for 
l=O, 1, . ..) n - 1. Indeed, by the Lagrange identity (see for instance 
CODDINGTON & LEVINSON [2], page 86) we have 
s” {Yk(Z~)-((t*Yk)~}dt=[~,ylbl~ (k=l, 2, . . ..n). 
a 
where [@, ok] is the form 
@{Wk - (aeyk)’ + . . . + ( - l)~-ya,-ly~)(“-2) + ( - l)ya,yk)(~-l)}+ 
+ @‘{azyk - (aayk)’ + . . . + ( - l)~-2(u?&yk)(~-2)) + .. . + @‘“-“{Uny~}. 
So we see that [@, y& = 0 for k = 1, . . , , n from which it follows easily 
that U)(b)=0 (Z=O, 1, . . . . n-1). 
Now let C[u, b] be equipped with the usual L&mer product. 
Then we may represent C[u, b] by the direct sum of N and its orthogonal 
complement since N is finite dimensional. We have arranged matters 
such that this complement equals 7, where 7 is the set of all functions f 
such that $E V. So we may write C[a, b] = N @ 7. 
Suppose for a moment that the subset Vo of all infinitely differentiable 
functions of I’ with compact support in (a, b) is dense in I’. Then, when f 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem, it follows that f belongs to the 
orthogonal complement of 70. Since Vc is dense in V we see that this 
complement equals the orthogonal complement of 7 and this is N, thus 
f belongs to N. So the only thing what remains to prove is that Vo is 
dense in V. Let w = z@ be a member of V and let E> 0. 
Remembering the fact that W)(u)=@(l)(b)=0 for Z=O, 1, . . . . n-l we 
know that there exists a d5, E P[u, b] with compact support in (a, b) 
such that 
Also there exists a positive number M such that 
and therefore 
By integration we get from the last inequality 
s” It@ --ttDe,12dt i; M‘h 5 j I@) -@8(O12&<M2ne. 
a i-o a 
Hence VO is dense in V. 
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COROLLARY I. Let f be an integrable function over [a, b] and let the other 
conditions of theorem II be satisjied. 
Then, after modijication on a set of meaSure zero, f E @[a, b] and z*f = 0. 
PROOF. By integration by parts we have ,; FDz@dt = 0, where F is a 
primitive of f. a 
Applying theorem II we see that F E C*+l[a, b] and (Dt)*F = 0. 
It follows that f = DF E @[a, b] and r*f = z*DF = (Dt)*F = 0. 
4. Since the adjoint of the adjoint expression is the expression itself 
we can reformulate Corollary I under the extra condition that the coeffi- 
cients of z are smooth as follows: 
Each distributional solution of ty= 0 on (a, b) which is integrable over 
[a, b] is in fact an ordinary solution. 
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